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Common issues with MA

• Selective reporting of statistics used to estimate effect sizes 
[file drawer, p-hacking, story-telling].

• Biased sampling of the natural world
[sources of heterogeneity].

• Nested sampling design 
[experiment within study withing research group].

• Temporal drift in effect sizes 
[low hanging fruits, sample size, scientific productivity].



Common arguments against MA

• The funding argument

• The replication argument

• Garbage-in-garbage-out

• The confounding argument

• Mixing apples with oranges



We already know …
The « funding » argument





Are soccer referees more likely to give red cards to 
players with dark skin than to players with light skin?



Median
(1.3)



One dataset, many analysts

“Variability in results could not be accounted for by differences in
(statistical) expertise.”

Analysts with high and comparatively lower levels of quantitative
expertise both exhibited high levels of variability in their estimated
effect sizes.

“Further, analytic approaches that received highly favorable
evaluations from peers showed the same variability in final effect
sizes as analytic approaches that were less favorably rated.”



Lesson 1a: Meta-analysis is about 
(direction and magnitude) of the 
effect size.



Lesson 1b: Meta-analysis is an 
alternative to p-hacking and 
story-telling.



BCI difference between control and road playback treatments is 0.00075 g/mm.

Birds showed 0.3% lower relative body mass loss; -0.015g of mass loss for a warbler.



We do not know
The « replication » argument



Reviewer II

“This is a brilliant example of biased interpretation with a very small 
sample including only 15 different values of latitude”. 

“We feel such statement is unfair to the work we have accomplished. 
We would like to reiterate that our meta-analysis synthesizes the 
information of 457 regressions models from 25 studies around the 
world.”
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Meta-Analyses







Lesson 2a: Conclusions of a meta-
analysis are conditional on the 
PRISMA



Lesson 2b: Anyone should be
able to replicate the PRISMA



Science is full of crappy stuff
The « garbage-in-garbage-out » argument





𝑔 ≈
𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑦 − 𝑥𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑒𝑡

𝑠



r2 = 0.2

r2 = 0.5

𝑔 ≈
𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑦 − 𝑥𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑒𝑡

𝑠





Lesson 3: Meta-analysis is a 
process of waste management 
rather than garbage-in.



What about?
The « confounding » argument



2020

R2 = 0.4



What about?

-Low hanging fruits
-Sample size
-Scientific productivity

The authors proposed, 
but did not test, these
hypotheses.



Importance of the study context in 
community assembly processes: a 
quantitative synthesis of forest bird 
communities



R2  0.3 [0.2 – 0.4]
[Cottenie 2005; 158 datasets]
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R2  0.28 [0.2 – 0.4] [Martin et al. 2018; 67 studies]

𝑡 = 𝑠𝑖𝑛−1 𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑗
2

NEAS:    1) habitat structure; 2) plant species identity; 3) topographic; 

4) atmospheric; 5) land cover; 6) latent



What about …



Lesson 4: Reviewers are more 
scutinous when it comes to a 
meta-analysis.



Science is a collection of 
anecdotal evidences
The « mixing apples with oranges » argument



𝜁𝑖~ 𝑁(0, 𝜏
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𝑻𝒊 = 𝛽𝑿 + 𝜁𝑖 + 𝜀𝑖
Borenstein, Hedges et al., 
Introduction to meta-analysis
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Plant diversity and water quality in treatment
wetlands: a meta-analysis

Water IN Water OUT

P, N, C, SS



Weak biodiversity effect (4% improvement)

exp(RR) = Removal_Poly / Removal_Mono



Not better, nor worse



Funnel plots

RR = ln[Removal_Poly / Removal_Mono]



We can’t explain the heterogeneity (I2 = 95%)

• Scale of the experimental unit

• Nutrient load

• Wetland flow type

• Experiment duration

• Plant maturity at the onset

• Plant functional group

• Maximum species richness in mixtures

• …



Lesson 5: Between-study
heterogeneity is something we
want to understand.



Common arguments against MA

• The funding argument: Effect size rather than p-hacking and story-telling.

• The replication argument: Transparency (PRISMA chart).

• Garbage-in-garbage-out: Waste management.

• The confounding argument: Do your best, as always.

• Mixing apples with oranges: Understanding between-study heterogeneity.


